
Reflection Guidelines 

The purpose of this assignment is for you to have a “real life” encounter with some of the issues we will be discussing 

this semester and then reflect on it and relate it to concepts introduced in class.  

 Topic or Event? You must select from opportunities that I have announced to you in class, carmen, or my blog 
(unless approved by me). 

 This is a personal reflection, so it is appropriate to use the first person. 

 This is a college class, so it is expected that you will write in complete and thoughtful sentences (with the 
exception of the date/time question). 

 Yes, spelling and grammar matter. 

 Reflection Activities are completed in a Carmen QUIZ, rather than dropbox. This minimizes the number of 
viruses my computer is exposed to, and it is fairly easy for you as well. It also eliminates the pesky formatting 
issues or those “but I attached a word document” issues. 

 I encourage you to prepare your responses in a word or rtf document, so you can simply cut and paste your 
responses into the appropriate question boxes on the quiz. I’ve provided this in WORD format for precisely that 
reason in case you wish to use this as the document in which to take your notes and prepare your responses. 

 If you are in more than one class with me this semester, You cannot do the same thing for both reflections. 

 So, what questions will appear on the “quiz” you complete? I have provided those questions below. No surprises 
 
Question 1  
Please tell me which activity/event you took part in – Be specific enough that there is no mystery 
 
Question 2  
 
Provide the date you viewed/participated in the event/movie 
 
Question 3 
 
What did you expect to see/feel going into the event? For instance... where you nervous or concerned about 
attending/participating? Did you think you would feel safe (physically/emotionally)? Did you behave or dress differently 
heading into this experience than you would normally? 
 
Question 4  
 
Describe the site/event/movie (several sentences to a paragraph, please) and what the speaker (if applicable) shared.  
 
Question 7  
 
Connect this activity to at least one specific concept from class and/or course readings. Make certain to reference the 
material – page number of text or specific article, etc. (a paragraph or two). 
 

 
Once you enter all the info into the Carmen Quiz,  
Make sure you have saved all responses and then 
Be certain to “Submit Quiz” by clicking on the appropriate button 
Carmen does not auto grade these... so don’t be alarmed if a grade doesn’t immediately appear. 


